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Synopsis

Perhaps no doctrine of Christian Science rouses so much natural doubt and questioning as this, that God knows no such thing as sin. Indeed, this may be set down as one of the "things hard to be understood," such as the apostle Peter declared were taught by his fellow-apostle Paul, "which they that are unlearned and unstable wrest ... unto their own destruction." (2 Peter iii. 16.) Let us then reason together on this important subject, whose statement in Christian Science may justly be characterized as wonderful.
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Customer Reviews

This book pushed my view of God to a new height. I have really appreciated the perspective as it has opened new doors for me in my spiritual growth. I feel less of the heaviness of religion and more context for why God must actually be all-loving.

This book written by the discoverer of a religion over a century ago, tells uw who we are in truth and in God. Very informative and concise about the true meaning of life and how to live it.

Very Inspiring.Needs to be studied!!!! Probably radical to some. MBE was a most original thinker.

The font type is at 8. Very hard the read
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